speed of light

*Short instrumental introduction*

E   B   E       B   E
1. When I was just in middle school, I learned that nothing might,
E   B/D#  C#m   C#m/B   A   B   E
No matter how fast and cool, exceed the speed of light.

A   G   A       A   G   F#m
2. I met a girl, the time stood still one warm and starry night.
F   A   Bm   E   A
She said: "My love, with you I will exceed the speed of light!"

chorus:

D   A
Speed of light is the limit, nothing goes quite as fast.

D
And if one tries to exceed it, one may end up in the past.

Repeat *chorus*.

2. One day beneath an apple tree, my love and I did lie.
Neutrina smiled, she was so bright, like the Northern polar lights.

3. The weeks went by, they felt so right, but then one day at last,
Neutrina passed the speed of light, and vanished in the past.

*Canon:*

speed of light ~ 300 million meters per second -
speed of light ~ nothing ever goes as fast,
speed of light ~ and if some neutrinos exceed it,
speed of light ~ they will end up in the past.

Repeat *Canon*
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